Topic: Quizzes, Submission Views

After you have logged in to your D2L Brightspace course, click on Quizzes under the ASSESSMENTS tab in the top navigation bar.

Create or open the quiz that you want to set the Submission options.

The Submission Views tab allows you to edit what the student sees when they submit a Quiz. You can change the submission message, questions answered correct or incorrectly, score, and class averages.

By default, the quiz shows date submitted, doesn’t show questions answered, and shows no other statistics.
Click **Add Additional View** to change what students see when they submit a quiz.

Once the additional view page opens, you will be able to change the name, message, view restrictions and other details for student submission.

The view restrictions option restricts the user from seeing the submission details by the given date specified.

You can allow students to see answered questions. You can either show all correct answers, or incorrect, or questions with user responses, and more.

- This is a good way for students to see what answers they got right or wrong after they have attempted the quiz or just so they can see the score that they received on the quiz.
- This is especially helpful if you don’t have the quizzes set up to the gradebook. It allows students to see their score right away.

The last option in the Submission Views page is to show either Overall scores, class averages, or score distribution.

Just select the check box which you want to show.

Once all the settings are selected, click **Save** to add the properties to your quiz.

**For More Information**

Please contact Instructional Technology Services at support@mnstate.edu or 218.477.2603 if you have questions about this material.